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Soft Skill

Of all the things employers look for when hiring entry-level talent, it’s the so-called ‘soft skills’ that are valued —
communication, teamwork, flexibility and positive attitude are by far the most sought-after skills. Employers understand
that everything else can be taught, so they look for the most promising raw material to work with.
— Jennifer Floren, Founder and CEO, Experience, Inc.

Soft Skills

From Backpack to Briefcase
As California Community College instructors, we serve a large and diverse mix of students with a wide range of
educational and career goals. These students arrive in our classrooms and look to us to help them acquire the knowledge
and skills they need to successfully transition from the college classroom to the workplace.
While the specific technical or “hard skills” we teach are continually evolving, the essential “soft skills” students need
remain constant. Regardless of their career path, they must learn to be good communicators, effective team players and
creative problem solvers. They need to know how to lead, bounce back when things go wrong and be accountable and
dependable employees. These timeless interpersonal and self-management skills will help them flourish and grow at work.
Based on the studies and surveys from organizations like the National Association of Colleges and Employers (NACE), the
Gallup Organization and Pew Research, the lessons in this booklet reflect the soft skills employers seek in their new hires
and those they choose to promote. Each short lesson defines a specific soft skill, engages students in a collaborative
active learning situation, and encourages them to take the skill to work.
Although every lesson includes an instructor guide, the essence of these exercises comes alive when teachers bring their
creative energy, enthusiasm and real world experiences to each activity. So whether your students will be exchanging
their backpacks for briefcases, tote bags or toolboxes, make sure they pack the soft skills they need to transition to and
thrive in today’s workplace.

“ Our students don’t want to merely graduate, they want an
education that results in a good job.”
— Jim Clifton, Gallup CEO and author of The Coming Jobs War

Instructor Guide

Soft Skill :

Attitude

Attitude Trumps Aptitude
In his book, Hiring for Attitude, Mark Murphy founder and CEO of Leadership IQ,
revealed some interesting research. When his company tracked 20,000 new hires,
46% of them failed within 18 months of being hired. And 89% of the time these
new hires failed because they had a bad attitude. Only 11% of them failed because
they lacked the technical skills they needed to succeed.
It’s not that technical skills aren’t important in the hiring process, but technical
skills are easier to assess. Soft skills like attitude, resilience and work ethic are
harder to evaluate. Yet these soft skills are the ones that can enhance or undermine
one’s success in the workplace. While there are many training programs that have
a good track record for increasing and improving technical skills, soft skill training
programs are notoriously weak when it comes to creating lasting change.
With today’s global labor pool, employers can find employees with the skills
they need…technical proficiency abounds. But companies are looking for new
hires with a good attitude and a good set of soft skills. Successful companies like
Southwest Airlines, Google, Apple and the Four Seasons are good examples of
companies who hire for attitude and train for skills.
To compete and succeed in the workplace, students need to realize how important
attitude is to landing and keeping a good job. Give your students an opportunity
to earn an “A” for attitude with this first activity.

Brief them…
4

Pose some questions about attitude.

4

Discuss why a job candidate’s attitude is important.

4

Distribute A for Attitude, review directions and give students time to
complete.

4

Compare groups’ attitude definitions.

4

Share good/bad attitude examples.

4

List workplace behaviors that demonstrate a positive attitude.

4
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“A” for Attitude
Companies want to hire job candidates with a good attitude. They know that employees with a positive “can do” attitude
get along with their coworkers, quickly recover when things go wrong, are more coachable and learn faster when things
change. Employees with a good attitude are more productive and make the best employees.
Work with several other students and write the characteristics of a person with a good attitude. Write the descriptions in
short phrases that begin with each letter of the word attitude.

4

Takes time to listen to others

Describe the qualitities of someone you know who consistently has a good attitude.
________________________________________________________________________________________

4

Share an experience you have had working with a person with a negative attitude.
________________________________________________________________________________________

4

How would your co-workers describe your attitude?
________________________________________________________________________________________

Be energetic and enthusiastic during a job interview. Offering a firm handshake, sitting up
straight, smiling and maintaining eye contact with the interviewer, will showcase your positive
attitude.

Visit your Virtual Career Center — open 24/7 — CaCareerCafe.com
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Soft Skill :

Verbal
Communication

Small Talk is a Big Deal
Good conversational skills are a critical component for workplace success. One
important conversational strategy that will help students build good personal and
business relationships is learning to make small talk. Small talk is informal, light
conversation that often precedes more important discussions.
Job interviews most often begin with small talk exchanges, so those job candidates
with good small talk skills will make a more positive impression right from the start.
Because students spend so much time behind their computer screens or on their
cell phones, they have fewer face-to-face encounters and are reluctant to strike up
conversations with strangers. Consequently, they have not been participating in
small talk or reaped its benefits.
While small talk helps people make a connection, recent studies found that friendly
get-to-know-you interactions improved one’s problem solving abilities and even
boosted memory and test performance. In contrast, more serious competitive
conversation tended to dampen one’s abilities.
If your students want to know a secret to success, one that will help open workplace
doors and make them smarter in the process, encourage them to practice friendly
chit chat in this concentric circle activity.

Brief them…

Try Concentric Circle Chats

4

Open class by engaging students in some small talk conversation.

4

Ask questions about small talk and how often students participate in
get-to-know-you interactions.

4

List some of the advantages of small talk.

4

Distribute Small Talk, review the directions and give students time to
draft their OARs.

4

Form concentric circles to practice small talk.
Divide class in half and have students form inside and outside circles,
pair up, and try out their conversation starters. Have students change
partners several times to make more chit chat.

4

Discuss how they felt doing this activity and have them commit to
making small talk with strangers this week.

6
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Small Talk
One of the most important secrets to success is to learn how to engage people of all ages in casual conversation. This casual
conversation, often dubbed small talk, will help you build positive personal and professional relationships. Author and
speaker Kathleen D. Pagana suggests using the acronym OAR to help generate conversation. Write 3 small talk conversation
starters for the O, A and R.

Observe —

Make an observation. It looks like we are in for some warm weather….

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Ask questions — What do you plan to do over the holiday?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Reveal something —

I‘m really looking forward to meeting new people in this class…

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Use your OAR’s to practice your small talk as you move around the conversational circle.

10 things Co-workers Want You to Say*…
1. Good morning

6. You look nice today.

2. Good afternoon

7. I love this place!

3. You did a great job on that!

8. What’s new?

4. Are you free for lunch?

9. I really like learning from you.

5. Hang in there.

10. Can I help you with anything?

*from Effective Immediately by Emily Bennington and Skip Lineberg

Your job interview starts in the company’s parking lot. Make small talk with different people
you meet at the company. Making small talk will give you added insights and help you relax
before your interview.
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Soft Skill :

Teamwork

Teamwork Tops the List
According to the latest National Association of Colleges and Employers (NACE),
the number one attribute employers are looking for is a job candidate’s ability to
work as a member of a team. In the past, communication skills topped the NACE
list, but the emphasis has shifted — it’s now all about communication within a
team setting.
Companies are looking for candidates with good interpersonal and team skills.
They want employees who can participate and collaborate with others. Because
companies must be able to rapidly innovate, they are dependent on diverse
teams to help them deliver the new products and services they need to keep their
companies growing.
Many companies want to assess a job candidate’s team skills before they hire him/
her. Facebook uses “the Hackathon” to test for teamwork. At these all-night coding
events, team leaders get an opportunity to evaluate just how well employees and
potential employees work and collaborate in team situations.

80%

of Fortune 500
companies rely on

Teams

While teamwork skills are critical in the workplace, most students have limited
teamwork experience and know little about how teams work. This activity will give
students some surprising facts about teamwork and some strategies they can use
to make their teams work better.

Brief them…
4

Start a discussion about teamwork and get students talking about their
experiences on teams.

4

Focus on the things they liked and disliked about participating on teams.

4

Distribute Teams Work, review directions and give students time to
complete.

4

Give correct answers: 1. B, 2. A, 3. B, 4. B, 5. B, 6. A

4

Share student experiences that support or contradict the
Teams Work examples.

8
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Teams Work
Teamwork skills top the list of the skills employers seek in their new hires. While the ability to successfully work on a team
seems like an easy task, mistaken beliefs about teamwork could sidetrack productive collaboration. Work with 2 or 3 other
students and discuss each of the statements below. Then decide, as a group, whether the correct fact is A or B. Finally,
share at least one example or experience someone in your group has had to support or contradict each statement.

1. A. Harmony helps. Smooth interaction among collaborators avoids time-wasting debates about how best to proceed.
B. Conflict, when well managed and focused on a team’s objectives, can generate more creative solutions.
		What experience has someone in your group had that would support or contradict this statement?
		___________________________________________________________________________________________

2. A. Teams that stay together longer play together better.
B. It’s good to mix it up. New members bring energy and fresh ideas to a team.
		What experience has someone in your group had that would support or contradict this statement?
		___________________________________________________________________________________________

3. A. Bigger is better. Larger groups have more resources to apply to the work.
B. Small teams are more efficient — and far less frustrating.
		What experience has someone in your group had that would support or contradict this statement?
		___________________________________________________________________________________________

4. A. Face-to-face interaction is out of date. Teams can work more efficiently at a distance.
		What experience has someone in your group had that would support or contradict this statement?
		___________________________________________________________________________________________

5. A. A team’s success is directly related to the personality, behavior, or style of the leader.
B. Teams are most successful when team members competently manage themselves.
		What experience has someone in your group had that would support or contradict this statement?
		___________________________________________________________________________________________

6. A. To succeed, teams need a clear statement of what the team is to accomplish and the resources and support to make it happen.
B. When teams are made up of smart people and have some general direction, they can generally figure out the best solutions.
		What experience has someone in your group had that would support or contradict this statement?
		___________________________________________________________________________________________

*The Six Misperceptions about Teamwork in this activity are from J. Richard Hackman’s book Collaborative Intelligence.

In a job interview, it is not good enough to simply say “I am an excellent team-player.”
You must be able to offer examples of successful team experiences. Share one team
experience you would use in an interview.

Visit your Virtual Career Center — open 24/7 — CaCareerCafe.com
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B. Teams working remotely are at a considerable disadvantage. There are benefits to sizing up your teammates face-to-face.

Instructor Guide

Soft Skill :

Problem
Solving

Collaboration Solves Problems
The global organization, Assessment and Teaching of 21st Century Skills (ATCS),
has identified collaborative problem solving skills as one of the most essential 21st
Century workplace skills. Because collaborative problem solving is such a critical
skill, this organization is committed to teaching students how to share their ideas
and solutions to solve common problems.
Experiments and experience has shown that the analytic power of a group is
greater than that of any of its single members. Research supports the fact that
groups are able to deal with more complex types of problems because, together, a
group has a larger range of experiences, skills and abilities than a single individual.
A study from the University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign found that problem
solving groups of three, four, and five outperformed the best individual problem
solvers. Even though relying on a group solution can be more time consuming,
collaborative problem solving generally results in a better outcome.
This activity from The Thinker’s Toolkit by Morgan Jones, provides an interesting

None of us

exercise in collaborative problem solving for your students to try.

is as smart as
all of us.
—Japanese Proverb

Brief them…
4

Ask students to share their personal experiences with
group problem solving.

4

Distribute Find Solutions, review directions and give students time to
complete.

4

Give students the right answers and have them determine which of their
lists is most accurate.

4

Discuss the individual and group results.
Sport

Consensus Ranking

Actual Ranking

Difference

Motorcycle Racing

5

3

2

Horse Racing

4

8

4

Sky Diving

1

7

6

Mountain Climbing

7

5

2

Boxing

6

1

5

Scuba Diving

2

4

2

Football

3

2

1

Hang Gliding

8

6
Total Difference

10
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2
24

Find Solutions
Risky Sports
Sport

Review the 8 sports listed as

Motorcycle Racing

risky sports. Then rank them

Horse Racing

1 - 8 according to the danger of

Sky Diving

risk of injury to the participant.

Mountain Climbing

My Ranking

Actual Ranking

Difference

Boxing
Scuba Diving
Football
Hang Gliding
Total Difference

Sport

Actual Ranking

Difference

Motorcycle Racing

Now form a group with 5 to 7

Horse Racing

members. Work together to
rank the sports. Everyone must
agree on the rankings.

Consensus Ranking

Sky Diving
Mountain Climbing
Boxing
Scuba Diving
Football

Total Difference

4
4
4
4
4
4

As your instructor reads the actual rankings, enter those numbers in the column marked Actual Ranking.
Calculate the difference between My Ranking and the Actual Ranking.
Calculate the difference between the Consensus Ranking and the Actual Ranking.
Add the differences and enter the Totals at the bottom.
The ranking with the Lowest total difference is the most accurate.
Compare My Ranking and the Consensus Ranking to determine which is most accurate.
What did you learn from this exercise?____________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

Job interviewers want to know about your ability to solve problems. Be ready to
respond to these two important questions: How do you go about solving problems?
What are the benefits of collaborative problem solving?

Visit your Virtual Career Center — open 24/7 — CaCareerCafe.com
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Soft Skill :

Conflict
Resolution

Conflict Offers Opportunities
The Chinese symbol for conflict combines two Chinese characters. One character
denotes danger and the other opportunity. Conflict contains both of these
elements. Too often the focus of conflict is on danger and people fail to see the
opportunities hidden within the conflict. But if conflict is effectively managed, it
can provide some positive productive opportunities.
Since conflict naturally emerges in nearly all group situations, learning how to
manage and resolve conflict is an important skill. Thomas and Kilmann identified
five conflict resolution styles that help explain the most common ways people
resolve conflict. Some of these conflict resolution styles take a considerate or
cooperative approach while other styles are more competitive or even passive. The
more cooperative one’s style, the easier it is to find a satisfactory solution. While the
more assertive and uncooperative the style, the more difficult and less satisfying it
is to resolve the conflict.
Since resolving conflict is such an important skill, students need to understand the

Danger

five conflict styles. They also need to figure out their own style/s of handling conflict
as well as the different approaches others may take. Armed with this insight they
will be better prepared to identify the danger and seize the opportunities conflict
has to offer.

Opportunity
Brief them…
nflict

Chinese Symbol for Co

4

Pose some questions to learn more about how your students
deal with conflict.

4

Identify reasons why learning to effectively deal with conflict is important.

4

Distribute Resolve Conflict, review directions and give students time to
complete.

4

Discuss their responses to the questions and provide correct answers.
Answers: A. 4, B. 5, C. 1, D. 2, E. 3

4

Find the most common conflict resolution style among your students.

12
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Resolve Conflict
Conflict is unavoidable. The ability to deal with conflict is one of the most important skills you will need in your personal
and professional life. In 1972, Thomas & Kilmann identified Five Conflict Resolution Styles. These represent the five most
common ways people deal with conflict.
Review each of the 5 situations below and match each one with a conflict resolution style.

Situations
A. Whitney tries to solve problems by denying their
existence. She prefers to ignore the issue and
hopes it will go away.

Style #:_______ 		

B. Jim gives up on something and plays down his
differences with Lamar. Jim is agreeable and
cooperative but often resentful.

Style #:_______

C. _Adrienne is determined to win at all costs.
She often uses her position of authority to get
her way.

D. Malcolm and Brooke respect each other’s abilities,
values and expertise. They each present and listen
to the other’s position.

Style #:_______

E. Mary is willing to give up something in order to
meet Trent midway. She is both assertive and
cooperative.

Style #:_______

1. COMPETING
Assertive and uncooperative
You try to satisfy your own concerns at your
teammate’s expense.

2. COLLABORATING
Assertive and cooperative
You try to find a win-win solution that completely
satisfies both you and your teammate.

3. COMPROMISING
Intermediately assertive and cooperative
You try to find an acceptable settlement that only partially
satisfies your concerns and those of your teammate.

4. AVOIDING
Unassertiveness and uncooperative
You sidestep the conflict without trying to satisfy
your concerns or those of your teammate.

5. ACCOMMODATING
Unassertiveness cooperative
You attempt to satisfy your teammate’s concerns
at the expense of your own.

What is your conflict resolution style? __________________ How is it working for you?________________________

Employers want people with good interpersonal skills. That includes the ability to handle
and resolve conflict. How would you recount a conflict you resolved that showed your
maturity and ability to stay calm when faced with a difficult situation?

Visit your Virtual Career Center — open 24/7 — CaCareerCafe.com
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Style #:_______

Conflict Resolution Style
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Soft Skill :

Resilience

Resiliency is Key to Success
According to The Resiliency Factor by Karen Reivich and Andrew Shatte, scientific
research has powerfully demonstrated that resilience is the key to success at
work. Experts say resilience is more important than brains or talent because
almost nothing can be achieved without the ability to overcome setbacks.
Resilience is the ability to make the best of changing conditions, to bounce
back after a defeat, loss, or setback. Resilience is all about turning setbacks into
opportunities. That is why in today’s turbulent business climate, employers are
looking for employees who have the ability to weather adversity. They need and
want a resilient workforce.
Ernst and Young reported that the job candidates who end up with job offers
are those who can show they can handle the ups and downs of life. Because
resilience is a skill students can develop and build, give students an opportunity
to think about and measure their ability to handle stressful situations. Then take
time to discuss ways students can increase their resilience and effectively deal
with the challenges of everyday life.

Brief them…
4

Write the word “resilient” on the board and ask students
to define the term.

4

Share a short story about a time when you bounced back from a
difficult situation.

4

Distribute Bounce Back, review directions and give students time to
complete it.

4

Discuss students’ results and how they intend to improve their ability
to bounce back.

4

Poll students to find out what they do to recover after a setback.

14
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Bounce Back
Resilient people are good at regulating their emotions and staying calm under pressure. That allows them to draw on
what they know when they need it most. People who practice self-regulation are often successful at managing their
relationships at home and at work. Those who lack these skills have a rougher time in life in general.
How good are you at regulating your emotions? When under stress do you become emotional, panic and lose control?
To find out, take this little quiz, adapted from The Resilience Factor, by Karen Reivich and Andrew Shatte.
Use the following scale to rate each item:
1 = Not true of me

2 = Sometimes true

3 = Moderately true

4 = Usually true

5 = Very true

	������ 1. Even if I plan ahead for a discussion with my spouse, my boss or my child, I still find myself acting emotionally.

1
	������
2. I am unable to harness positive emotions to help me focus on a task.
1
	������
3. I can control the way I feel when adversity strikes.
	������ 4. I get carried away by my feelings.
	������ 5. I am good at identifying what I am thinking and how it affects my mood.
	�����

6. If someone does something that upsets me, I am able to wait until an appropriate time when I have calmed
down to discuss it.

	������ 7. My emotions affect my ability to focus on what I need to get done at home, school or work.
	������ 8. When I discuss a hot topic with a colleague or family member, I am able to keep my emotions in check.

Calculate Your Results
Add your score to these items:

Statement number 3: ______ + 3 = ________

Statement number 1: ______ + 1 = ________

Statement number 5: ______ + 5 = ________

Statement number 2: ______ + 2 = ________

Statement number 6: ______ + 6 = ________

Statement number 4: ______ + 4 = ________

Statement number 8: ______ + 8 = ________

Statement number 7: ______ + 7 = ________

Positive Total = ________

Negative Total = ________

Positive total ________ minus negative total _______ =
A score higher than 13 is rated above average in emotional regulation.
A score between 6 and 13 is inconclusive.
A score lower than 6 is rated below average in emotional regulation.

Since life isn’t rosy all the time, employers are looking to find out how you handle yourself
when things go wrong. If an interviewer asked you to describe a time when things went from
bad to worse and how you reacted, what would you say?

Visit your Virtual Career Center — open 24/7 — CaCareerCafe.com
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Add your score to these items:
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Soft Skill :

Listening

Listening is Underrated
While listening is the most underrated communication skill, it is one of the most
powerful skills one can develop. People spend about 9% of their working hours
writing, 16% reading, 30% speaking, and 45% listening. And while listening sounds
like such an easy thing to do, few people are good listeners.
Ineffective workplace listening affects a company’s bottom line. Costly errors,
wasted time, ineffective teamwork, unhappy customers and lost sales — are often
caused by failure to listen. That is why employers are looking for new hires with
good communication skills and that includes those who can listen well.
Learning to listen well is a challenge because it takes concentration to focus
and attend to what a person is saying. According to James Borg in his bestseller,
Persuasion, people can think four to five times as fast as the average person
can speak. Therefore, a listener’s mind has time to wander. While the speaker is

9%
Writing

speaking, the listener is thinking about other things or planning his/her response.
While most people think they are good listeners, research shows that the average
person listens at only about 25% efficiency. Let your students have some fun as

16% Reading
45% Listening

they experience the challenges of listening via “Telephone.” Then get the telephone
teams to figure out what went wrong on their line.

30% Speaking

Brief them…
Time Average Person Spends
on Workplace Communication

4

Pose some questions about listening.

4

Prepare students for the game “Telephone.”
Divide the class into two or three equal groups and have each group form
a straight line. Explain to them that you are going to whisper a message to
the first person in each line. Each person in turn will whisper the message
to next person in line. The last person will write down the message.

Rules: Students may only say the statement once and cannot ask a question.
Message: José plans to take several classes in actuarial accounting to build his skills.

4

After students complete “Telephone,” share the original sentence.

4

Distribute the Listen to Learn activity page and have the Telephone teams
work together to complete.

16
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Listen to Learn
Listening is an important workplace skill. If you want to succeed and move up in the workplace, it is critical that you learn
to improve your ability to listen. After playing the game “telephone,” work with your team to answer these questions. Then
figure out what you can do to become a better listener.

How well did your team do at passing on the information?
________________________________________________________________________________________
How often do messages change like this in everyday life?
________________________________________________________________________________________
What rules of the game were responsible for the changes in the statement?
________________________________________________________________________________________
When people are really paying attention to you, how do you know?
How do they sit?________________________________________________________________________

What are some ways they look at you? ______________________________________________________
How do they make you feel?______________________________________________________________

“No man ever listened himself out of a job.”
— Calvin Coolidge

During a job interview, listening is just as important as answering questions. If you’re not
paying attention, you’re not going to be able to give a good response. How will you show
an interviewer you are listening to what he/she has to say?
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What do they say?______________________________________________________________________
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Soft Skill :

Critical Thinkers in High Demand

Critical
Thinking

One of the most important skills a person needs to survive and thrive in today’s
world is an ability to think critically. Good critical thinkers are those who can
sift, analyze and draw conclusions about the information they gather. One of
the best critical thinking tools students can hone is their ability to ask good
questions.
Employers want to hire employees with good critical thinking skills. Yet, this skill
is difficult to measure. One of the best ways job candidates can demonstrate
their critical thinking prowess is to ask good questions. While most interviewees
spend countless hours rehearsing answers to questions about their job
qualifications, education and work ethic, they often fail to land the job because
they did not ask the right questions. To differentiate themselves from other
candidates, job seekers need to ask thoughtful, open-ended questions to gather
more information and to demonstrate their critical thinking abilities.
Because finding the “right” fit is important to a job seeker’s success, asking
questions to get the feel for the company’s culture is appropriate in a job
interview. This activity will help students draft questions that will give them the
insight they seek.

Asking open-ended questions
about corporate culture in a
job interview helps applicants
find the right company fit.

		Brief them…
4

Have students describe their ideal workplace.

4

Ask questions about the best ways to gather more information about a
company’s culture.

4

Distribute Ask Questions, review directions and have students complete.

4

Review and evaluate students’ questions.

4

Decide the most appropriate questions one could ask at a job interview.
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Ask Questions
In a job interview, the last question an interviewer asks is frequently the most important —
 Do you have any questions?
Your response to this question may determine whether or not you get the job. This is a great time to ask questions about
the unique personality or character of the company, commonly referred to as the corporate culture.
Work with 2 or 3 other students and draft 3 open-ended questions you could ask a job interviewer to help you gain more
insight into a company’s culture. Remember open-ended questions cannot be answered with a yes or no response, but
call for more information. Open-ended questions typically begin with words such as “What,” “Why” and “How,” or phrases
such as “Tell me about…”

Example Questions:
If you could describe your workplace culture in
three words, what would you say?
What’s the best thing about working here?

Question:
____________________________
____________________________

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Question:
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

You are going to spend a lot of time at work. To be happy, successful, and productive,
you’ll want to be in a place where you fit in. Compose a question you could ask an
interviewer that would help you determine if that company is a good fit for you. Then
practice asking your question.
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Question:

____________________________

Instructor Guide

Soft Skill :

Time

Management

Multitasking Decreases Productivity
Everyone gets 24 hours each day to use as he/she chooses. The key is how to use
that time wisely and productively. With so much to do and so many distractions
most people try to multitask to increase their productivity. Unfortunately, multitasking has the opposite effect.
When students/employees text during a class lecture/business meeting, talk on
their cell phone while writing a paper, or carry on a conversation while checking
email, they make 50% more errors and it takes twice as long to do things. When
people multitask, what they’re really doing is rapidly switching back and forth
between tasks, and each time they switch, no matter how quickly that switch takes
place, there is a cost associated with it.
A recent study from the University of California and reported in the Wall Street
Journal, underscores why people aren’t very good at multitasking—our brains are
wired for “selective attention” and can focus on only one thing at a time. It’s not
easy to convince people that multitasking is a myth, but if you get your students to
try this quick and easy multitasking activity, it’s sure to make them stop and think
about how multitasking is slowing them down.

Brief them…
4

Pose some questions about multitasking.

4

(View the online video “Think you’re good at multitasking? Take this test”
on You Tube.)

4

Distribute Stay Focused, review the instructions, and have students
complete the exercise.

4

Discuss the outcomes of this experiment.

4

Share secrets on how different people stay focused.
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Stay Focused
Everybody talks about multitasking… the truth is, our brains work sequentially and we can only successfully do one thing
at a time. Believe it or not, multitasking is a myth. What we are really doing when we think we are multitasking is switchtasking. We are quickly moving from one task to another at a high rate of speed. And when we do this, it causes more
errors, takes us longer and increases our stress level. To give you a better idea of switch-tasking and the impact it makes
on your efficiency, try this exercise.

Multitasking is worse than a lie.
M
1
M
1
First Round
Then, in the second row, write the numbers 1-27 (one number for every letter in the phrase).
Write down the total time it took you to complete this activity: _____________

Second Round
This time, in the third row, you will write multitasking is worse than a lie. But, for every letter you write in the M row,
switch to the fourth row and write the corresponding number. (Example: M – 1, U – 2, L – 3, T – 4…) You will alternate
between writing one letter and then one number, until you complete the phrase.
Write down the total time it took you to complete this activity: _____________
Compare the time it took you to complete the 1st and the 2nd rounds. Typically, a person will take twice as long to
complete this exercise when switching between the letters and the numbers.

*This activity adapted from The Myth of Multitasking: How Doing It All Gets Nothing Done by Dave Crenshaw

Employers are always concerned about productivity. When they interview candidates for
employment, they will want to know how well you manage your time to accomplish your
work. Be prepared to explain your best time management strategy.
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In the first row, copy the entire phrase, multitasking is worse than a lie.

Instructor Guide

Soft Skill :

Work Ethic

Work Ethic Valued
Work ethic continues to play a vital role in the success of people at work in a
technological world. Employers still value employees who come to work on time
ready to work. They continue to fill their workplaces with positive, enthusiastic
people, who add value, play by the rules, are honest, and deliver friendly service.
In other words, they hire job seekers with a good work ethic.
Yet many young job seekers do not fully understand the meaning of work ethic
or how it is demonstrated. In fact, the most common adjective used by today’s
employers to describe the younger generation is “entitled.” According to a Pew
report, The Millennials: Confident, Connected and Open to Change, “Millennials are
the only [generation] that doesn’t cite ‘work ethic’ as one of their principle claims
to distinctiveness.” While there are many exceptions and contradictions to any
demographic stereotype, young employees are having a difficult time overcoming
the “entitlement” label.
As the competition for “good” jobs increases, today’s young job seekers may want
to readjust their attitudes about work and recognize that demonstrating a strong
work ethic is a the first step to job success. Even in today’s high tech workplace,
work ethic qualities are valued. This activity will give you an opportunity to find out
if your students think they make the grade.

Three in four Americans believe
that today’s youth are less

Brief them…

industrious than their elders.
— Pew Survey 2009

4

Work with your students to define work ethic.

4

Poll your students by asking the question: Do young people lack the work
ethic of their elders?

4

Discuss the difference between a person who feels entitled and one that
has a strong work ethic.

4

Distribute Grade Yourself, review directions and give students time to
complete.

4

Share good work ethic examples.
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Grade Yourself
Early in his career, Benjamin Franklin realized that the public’s perception of reality was as important as the reality itself.
He believed that he would get more work if people thought he was a really hard worker. Franklin made sure that
townspeople saw him hard at work early in the morning and late at night, hoping that they would perceive “hard work” as
“good work” and become customers of his print shop.
How do people perceive you and your work ethic? What behaviors show your strong work ethic? Grade yourself on the
work ethic qualities outlined. Then explain to several other students why you deserve high marks.

REPORT CARD

Classroom Activity

Regardless of the job you apply for, employers are sure to want to know about your work
ethic. How would you elaborate if an interviewer asked you… tell me about a time when you
demonstrated your trustworthiness or integrity in school or at work.
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Soft Skill :

Leadership

Leadership is for Everyone
In today’s fast paced and ever–changing world, leadership skills are essential to
excel and succeed. Regardless of a person’s position or title, the most effective way
to get, keep and move up on a job is by demonstrating an ability to lead.
Many employers rate leadership activities more highly than GPA. In fact, when
employers have to decide between two job candidates with equal qualifications,
they often look at each person’s leadership experiences as a determining factor.
And when potential employees lack leadership experiences, it is a red flag to
employers that this candidate may lack ambition or the social skills needed to get
along well in the workplace.
The role of today’s leaders is not to give orders or single handedly make decisions.
Leadership today is about connecting with people to accomplish a goal. It is
about inspiring and motivating others. It is more about the strength of character

Many employers rate
leadership activities
higher than GPA.

than the position one holds. Even though entry level employees may lack
workplace leadership experience, most employers look to leadership activities
in campus clubs and in professional or community organizations in evaluating
leadership skills.
Since employers are looking to develop potential leaders, getting your students
thinking about what leadership feels and looks like is a good place to begin. If
students can learn to lead, they will be more likely to find their way to a great career.

Brief them…
4

Pose some questions about leadership.

4

Identify and list leadership traits.

4

Distribute Take the Lead, review directions and give students time to
complete.

4

Compare different interpretations of the quotes.

4

Share leadership opportunities available on campus or in your
community.
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Take the Lead
Employers value leadership experience and prefer to hire people with leadership skills. To learn more about leadership,
take a look at the advice from 5 great leaders. Read each statement and then tell how you would put that advice to work.

I not only use all the brains I have,
but all I can borrow.
— Woodrow Wilson, 28th President of the US

I praise loudly. I blame softly.

What this would look like…

— Catherine the Great, Empress of Russia

I wouldn’t try to run the show myself. I’d have
____________________________________
smart and diverse people on my team and
____________________________________
collaborate to solve problems and make decisions.
____________________________________

What this would look like…
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

A man who wants to lead the orchestra
must turn his back on the crowd.
— James Crook, Canadian Business Man

What this would look like…

that cannot command himself.

____________________________________

— William Penn, Founder of Pennsylvania

____________________________________
____________________________________

What this would look like…
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

The leader of the past knew how to tell;
the leader of the future knows how to ask.
— Peter Drucker, Professor/Author

Circle your favorite quote and explain
to the person sitting next to you why
you chose this quote.

What this would look like…
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

If the job you seek requires some leadership experience, be prepared to tell about your
leadership activities in a campus club or community organization. Practice relating a story
about how you initiated project, energized a team or overcame a challenge.
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No man is fit to command another

Instructor Guide

Soft Skill :

Customer

Service

Everyone has a Customer to Serve
To be successful every business depends on its ability to deliver good customer
service to both its external and internal customers. External customers are easy to
identify. They are the ones who buy a service or a product from the organization.
Internal customers, on the other hand, can be anyone in the organization that
works in any capacity to support the production of the product or service being
sold. Internal customers include the cleaning crew and the executive team and all
those in-between.
It’s important for organizations and businesses to serve both their internal and
external customers. Stephen R. Covey tells companies, Always treat your employees
exactly as you want them to treat your best customer. And business leaders from
Google to Zappos heed his advice. Many successful companies strive to treat
their employees as customers and teach their employees to recognize that their
colleagues are also their customers. The care and concern employers have for their
employees, in turn, gets extended to their external customers.
Since everyone in an organization has a customer to serve, students need to
appreciate the value and importance of customer service inside and outside the
organization. Give your students an opportunity to identify internal and external
customers in this activity.

Brief them…
4

Ask students to describe their positive and negative customer service
experiences.

4

Define internal and external customers.

4

Distribute Serve Customers, review directions and give students time to
complete.

4

Identify examples of internal and external customers at a college, doctor’s
office, DMV…

4

Share examples of helpful workplace behaviors/attitudes.
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Serve Customers
When we talk about customers, we mean anyone internal or external who participates in any way with an organization’s
products or services. There are generally two different, but equally important, kinds of customers — internal customers
and external customers.
Internal customers

include those persons within an organization who help create, support, or deliver a
company’s service or products.

External customers

are those who directly use a company’s products or services.

The best predictor of how a business or organization will treat its external customers is to look at how they treat their
internal customers. In other words, if employees treat each other with dignity and respect, then they will also treat their
customers the same way.

Read this short scenario and then answer the questions.
You work at a large department store that has a reputation for delivering great customer service. You
are a sales clerk in the Juniors Department and you work with 3 other sales associates. The store is
running its annual sale and your department is very busy. One of the associates is on break, another
associate is helping a young customer in the dressing room, and the third associate, Robin, is MIA.
A man and woman are in line at your register and you need some help. You spy your missing co-worker
chatting with two of her friends. You can see that she realizes you are busy, but she fails to come over to

off…. and says that she’ll be there just as soon as she finishes with her friends. You are really upset but
return to the counter and continue helping customers with their purchases.

Identify the internal and external customers in this scenario.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
If internal customer service equals external customer service, what kind of service might the next few customers receive
who are waiting in line at the register?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
If Robin continues to respond in curt, rude tones to you and other associates, how would it impact your performance?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Employers want to hire people with a service orientation. In a job interview you may be
asked to describe a time you offered assistance to someone even though it was outside your
job description. Practice responding to this request and use examples to show what you did.
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help. Finally, you leave the register and walk over and ask her to help you out. She rudely brushes you

Instructor Guide

Soft Skill :

Professionalism

Professionalism Counts
When human resources professionals and business leaders were asked to rate the
presence of professional qualities in new college graduates, they gave out some
low marks. One in every three respondents believed that less than half of all new
graduates exhibited professionalism in the workplace. This lack of professionalism
affects a job seeker’s chances of landing a good job.
It is important that professionals know how to introduce themselves and others at
business meetings and other professional events. Many professionals may fail to
make important connections because they do not know the etiquette or protocol
of making business introductions. Since introductions are critical in making a
good first impression, job seekers should know how to make simple business
introductions as they make their way to work.
Business introductions today are less formal, but there are still some basic rules

People are twice as likely to

students need to know. This short assignment will give students an opportunity to

remember you if you have a

practice their “how do you dos” as they reach out to meet and greet.

good firm handshake.

Brief them…
4
4
4
4

Ask students how they introduce themselves and others in new situations.
Discuss why introductions are important.
Distribute Make Introductions and review the Basic Rules for Introductions.
Have students follow the rules and write out the three sample introductions
on their activity sheet.

4

Role play the introductions and discuss the how and why of each one.

1. Carol Burke, this is Berta Garcia, a college student working with us
this summer. Carol is an auditor in our accounting department, Berta.
Explanation: Introduce a person lower in rank first to a more senior person.
Explain who people are when introducing them.
2. Jack Parks, this is Brian Shimamoto, a manufacturer’s “rep” with our
company. Jack is a buyer for Southeastern University, Brian. Explanation:
Introduce a co-worker to a customer or client. Do this by putting the client’s
name first.
3. This is Rena Rogers, a manager here. I’m sorry — I know your name so well
but I’ve blanked out. Explanation: Neglecting to make an introduction is a
more serious social gaffe than forgetting a name. Admit the memory lapse; it
happens to everyone.
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Make Introductions
Basic Rules

for Making Introductions…
4 Always introduce people who have not met, even if you
forget names and blank out on the proper procedure.

4 When introducing a person outside the company to an
employee, begin with the visitor first.

4 Introduce a lower ranking person to a high ranking

person, using the name of the higher ranking person
first.

4 Providing additional information in an introduction helps
put others at ease.

Review the rules for making introductions.
Write out introductions for the situations outlined below.
Then practice each introduction by role playing with two

4 Respond to an introduction by saying “Hello,” or “I’m

happy to meet you.” Say “How do you do,” in more forma
l
situations.

other students.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Brandon Shimamoto is a manufacturer’s representative with your company; Jack Parks is a buyer for Southeastern
University and a customer of your company.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Rena Rogers is a manager with your company; A customer whose name you cannot remember.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

It is important to make a good first impression on a job interview or when meeting
co-workers for the first time. Practice introducing yourself. That includes shaking hands,
making eye contact and smiling.
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Berta Garcia is a college student working for the summer at your company; Carol Burke is in accounting.

Instructor Guide

Soft Skill:

Networking

Networking is Essential
While most job seekers spend 70 to 80% of their time surfing the net looking for
jobs, 70 to 80 % of jobs are never advertised online or in print. Those jobs are filled
by referrals, “the who do you know” method of recruitment. To find good jobs, job
seekers need to reach out to their families, friends and acquaintances to let people
know they are looking for a job and what they have to offer employers. In a good
job search, networking is essential.
Networks are important because most employers prefer not to take a risk in hiring
an unfamiliar worker. Employers want to know and trust the people they hire. This
is why employers usually hire through personal of professional networks. When
employers have a job to offer, they will first look for colleagues, friends and people
who have been personally recommended to them. A good resume is almost never
enough. Job seekers need to have a strong network to land a good job.
Professional associations are one of the most overlooked and undervalued ways
job seekers can grow their networks. There are professional associations for
almost every career. At the cacareercafe.com site, students can link to professional
associations as they network to build their careers.
In this activity, students are called on to create a card that features their unique

Send students to
CaCareerCafe.com

strengths and talents. This exercise will get them energized and engaged as they
begin to network their way to workplace success.

Brief them…
4

Pose some questions to find out what your students know about
networking to find a job.

4

Discuss the advantages and challenges of reaching out to others to
find a job.

4

Distribute Create a Card, and give them time to complete the assignment.

4

Share students’ cards and how they will use them.
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Create a Card
As a job seeker you have to learn how to market yourself. First you have to figure out what skills and abilities you have
to offer and who can use your services. Then you have to think about how to effectively package yourself to market your
skills. Creating a business card is a good place to start. You can use your cards as you reach out and develop your network.
In addition, leaving your card with an acquaintance may prompt him/her to pass it on.

Be sure to include your…
•

Name, phone, email, website if applicable.

•

Job title or opportunity you are seeking.

•

Your personal tagline…a few words about who
you are and what makes you special.

The tone and message expressed by the font and
visuals should reflect the image you want to project.

Use the back side for additional information…
This optional space can be used to convey even
more about you, through words or images.
Take it to the next step…
You can print cards on a desktop printer, or there
are great resources, both online and at your
neighborhood copy store, that can turn your
design into a professionally printed piece.

With so many people looking for work, you need to have a unique approach to find a good
job. Design several business cards for yourself. Get feedback on your message from several
professionals. Then prepare a professional card that speaks to who you are and what you do well.
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